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Introduction
Throughout the past decade, we at Agilent have dedicated significant development to
continually make the VEE Pro Software (VEE) environment more “open” to the hardware
and software that users choose. Over that time, we have added support for commonly
used software tools, such as ActiveX, MATLAB, and Excel. In 2004, with VEE Pro 7.0,
we introduced access to Microsoft’s .NET Framework, and with Version 7.5, released in
June 2005, we added support for .NET Controls. This article explores how VEE Pro
users can leverage powerful, PC-standard .NET Controls to greatly enhance VEE Pro
programs.
What are the .NET Framework and .NET Controls?
In simple terms, the .NET Framework is a development and execution environment that
allows different programming languages to be used together to create Windows
applications. It consists of the language-independent Common Language Runtime
(CLR), the Framework Class Library (discussed below), and support for standard
networking protocols, for various programming languages and libraries, as well as for
different Windows platforms. (For more details, visit www.msdn.com.)
.NET Controls are user interface (UI) objects, such as progress bars, grids, and buttons,
similar to VEE Pro’s UI objects. However, as we will see in this article, .NET Controls’
behavior and functionality are different from those of VEE Pro’s native controls.
Why might a VEE programmer use .NET Functionality?
The key feature of the .NET Framework for VEE Pro is the Framework Class Library
(FCL). The FCL contains hundreds of new functions (methods) and properties, which
enable VEE users to add File and Directory management, simplify String management;
quickly view the Operating System environment, manipulate Web pages, etc.
The .NET Framework also provides dozens of user interface control and display objects
(.NET Controls), many which are not available as native VEE controls, such as the
ComboBox, TreeView and DataGrid, or have more functionality than corresponding
native VEE controls. VEE Pro also may incorporate third-party .NET controls into their
programs in order to build even richer user interfaces. Another benefit of using .NET
Controls is the ability to change properties during design time or during run time. In most
cases, native VEE Pro control properties are settable only during design.
.NET Controls also give VEE users functionality similar to that provided by ActiveX
controls in VEE: Events. In short, when a VEE program user triggers an event that
corresponds to a .NET Control, such as clicking on a .NET button, a function, defined by
the VEE user to handle that event, executes. Unlike with traditional VEE functions, this is
an event-driven programming model rather than a data-flow programming model. In
addition, a .NET control may have many different events defined, thus allowing VEE
program to react differently according to different events. For example, imagine you
have a TreeView control. You could let your VEE program perform different operations
depending on whether a tree node is clicked or when a tree node is expanded.
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Using .NET Controls
To use a standard control that ships with the .NET Framework, which is automatically
installed with VEE Pro 7.5, go to VEE’s Device > Windows Forms Controls menu and
select a control from the list. (For a third party control, use the Device >.NET Assembly
References menu to reference the .NET assembly that contains the third-party control.
Then access them from Device > Additional .NET Controls.) You will see the following
view of VEE Pro 7.5’s Windows Forms Controls menu.

When you place a control in VEE’s Detailed View (programming area), it has a default
variable name in its title bar. However, it does not have pins that let you connect it to
other objects using VEE’s wires. This is in contrast to native VEE controls. Here we
show a ComboBox as it appears in the Detailed View. Note the lack of terminals.
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You can change the Properties of the control at design time. In the case of .NET
Controls, VEE’s Property Window lets you modify the properties of the .NET Control’s
host (container). For complete control of the .NET Control’s specific attributes, use the
“Control Properties…” dialog, accessible through the control’s context menu.
The figures below refer to the properties for a .NET ComboBox, which essentially is a
ListBox and user input field. Note some of the differences between the properties
accessible through VEE’s Properties Window (on the left) and the object’s “Control
Properties…” dialog on the right. The Properties Window lets the user set properties
such as the control’s Title and Name. “Control Properties…” allows the user to set
attributes of the ComboBox itself, such as the DropDownStyle.

During run time, you must use expressions that reference the control’s variable name in
order to read and set the control’s Properties, and call its associated Methods. .NET
Control Properties are values that you can “get” and “set,” whereas Methods are similar
to functions. The variable name essentially is the declared variable name of the control
and is very similar to a variable created using VEE’s Declare Variable object, except that
the control’s variable is already initialized.
VEE Pro 7.5’s new .NET Operation Builder is the quickest way to generate expressions
that access the control. To do so, select Generate .NET Operation Builder from the
control’s context menu. VEE creates a transaction box, a commonly used VEE object
that allows the user to send as a single block multiple commands for a particular task,
such as file I/O and instrument I/O. Below we use the .NET Operation Builder to change
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the ComboBox’s DropDownStyle, which you might do depending on the type of operator
who is using the test program.

We can achieve the same thing by using the Function & Object Browser (Device
> Function & Object Browser) to look up and generate the formula template. In that case,
we reference the control through its name then type in the right side of the formula, as
shown below. Though both approaches achieve the same goal, the latter is prone to
syntax errors.

VEE also supports more complicated, composite controls, made of multiple .NET
Controls. For instance, VEE can combine a TreeView and a ListView to make a control
akin to Windows Explorer. Two other controls are needed to accomplish this: a Panel
control, which acts as a parent control, or container, to house the two controls, plus a
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Splitter control, which separates the Tree and List within the Panel control. When
building a composite control, it is necessary to place only the parent control directly on
the VEE workspace, and add the child controls programmatically. This is due to the fact
that some .NET Controls, such as the Splitter, are designed only for use within parent
controls, and VEE Pro does not yet have the same visual designer capability as
Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET in which you can drag and drop a child control into its
parent control. For a detailed illustration of how to do this, refer to VEE Pro’s
“splitter.vee” sample program, one of many .NET-related sample programs that ship with
VEE Pro.
Here we show a very simple example to demonstrate the same concept. We first create
a TabPage (child) control then add it to the (parent) TabControl that we placed at the top
of the VEE workspace.
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.NET Control Events
Another key difference between .NET and native VEE controls is a .NET Control’s use of
events. Visual Basic and Visual C++/C# users should be very familiar with this concept
because it is the mechanism that Visual Studio uses for responding to user interface
actions. If, for instance, you want your VEE program to respond when the user types a
key into a ComboBox, simply define the event and action to be taken by using “Create
Event Handler…” on the ComboBox control’s context menu.

We have selected the “KeyDown” event. VEE automatically creates an event handler
Local UserFunction, with the name format <control name>_<event>, as shown below.
Enter your code in the Event Handler window and/or use the .NET Operation Builder to
generate code.
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Note that the Event Handler input variable “sender” refers to the control that issued the
event. You can take advantage of this parameter, for example, to get the name property
of the control. The “e” variable provides additional information about the specific event.
In this case, this variable is of type KeyEventArgs. Launch Device >.NET Operation
Builder and use the Find toolbar button to locate and place a KeyEventArgs .NET
Operation Builder in your user function as done below. Then select any of the properties
and wire “e” to the automatically generated keyEventArgs input pin of the .Net Op
Builder. In this case, we have done so in order to retrieve information about the specific
key that was pressed to trigger the event.

When a .NET Control’s event is triggered, the control takes over the VEE thread and
calls each of its pre-defined event handler functions to handle the event (Typically, your
VEE UserFunction is the only event handler, but there may be event handlers in external
code or even in the control itself). When the VEE UserFunction is called by the control,
both VEE and the .NET control wait for the function to finish. At that time the .NET
control and then the VEE Pro program return to their previous states, before the event
was triggered. Therefore, programmers should not do lengthy operations inside an
event handler function as both VEE and the .NET control wait for the event handler
function to finish.
This behavior is in contrast to VEE’s data flow programming approach, which dictates
that an object (or UserFunction or UserObject) will not execute until all of the data is
present on its input pins and, if there is an input sequence pin dependency, the
sequence pin is pinged by the completion of the preceding action.
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Conclusion
In this article, we have seen how VEE Pro 7.5’s new .NET Control support allows users
to add functionality that significantly enhances user interface design and behavior as
well as program execution.
To try this new functionality, download a copy of the VEE Pro 7.5 evaluation software or
request a CD at www.agilent.com/find/adnevalvee.
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you paid for and obtain the support you need. Our extensive support resources and
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concepts underlie Agilent’s overall support policy: “Our Promise” and “Your Advantage.”
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Our Promise means your Agilent test and measurement equipment will meet its
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will help you with product information, including realistic performance specifications and
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for the life of those products.
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